THE
COLLABORATIVE
SPIRIT
A LWAY S S E A RC H I N G FO R N E W WAY S
TO BRING MORE TO OUR WORK

INTRIGUED BY COLOR, DRAWN IN BY FRAGRANCE.

Meadow reminded us of

Blossom felt shiny and

Citrus Grove’s scent was

Lavender, naturally,

BBQs with family, wide

floral, like a sticky treat

fun and loud, tart, and

suggested a safe place

expansive lawns, and the

on a clean white plate.

playful.

to create and to dream.

bright sun on our backs.

PRE-VISUALIZATION
TO BUILD UPON A VIBRANT COLOR
PALETTE & AUTHENTIC SCENTS

FOUR BOTTLES STOOD SIDE BY SIDE LOOKING LIKE
A TINY SUPER HERO TEAM AWAITING DIRECTION...

We wanted to point the spotlight
squarely on the product and package
design.
Each Smartly liquid dish soap bottle
has a special scent and color. Each
glossy white label references a different
organic based shape.

We started by smelling each scent

Then we matched their scents with

Finally, we created a world that

and taking note of its name and

recipes, colors, and textures. We

could blend both the happy,

color. We asked ourselves what kind

wanted to invite the viewer to play

graphic product shots with the

of person would be drawn to each?

along and create their own story

real food messes that illustrate the

about who made these messes.

superpower of a good dish soap.

HOW WE
MADE IT
WITH PRE-VIZ IN
PLACE IT WAS TIME
TO MAKE A MESS

PUTTING THE
TOOLS TO WORK
To be efficient and authentic we tested and
crafted a universal lighting look that we
used for both the product and mess shots.
We hand drew and cut out stencils based
on the label designs and once stuck down
on set things got messy!

Our goal is to arrive on set with both a clear
vision and an openness to experimentation.
We approach each and every project with
joy because let’s face it, this stuff is fun! Who
wouldn’t like making messes with real food?
This is what alchemy looks like.

CLEANING
THE MESS
HOW DO YOU SAY
ZHUZH IN FRENCH?

RAW
INGREDIENTS
By approaching this project with an “in
camera” mindset our post-production
became a tool for creative enhancement
and maintains an efficient workflow.

After shooting we reviewed the series and built
our markups, aiming to strike a balance between
the “realness” of the food and our clean aesthetic.
Files were sent off to our remote retoucher in
Paris and returned the next morning. Time zones
can be very handy.

THE
FINAL
DISHES

WE’RE INTO TRYING NEW RECIPES
START WITH COLLABORATION

GET OUT THE PRE-VIZ

FOLD IN COMMUNICATION

To us, a collaborative spirit means fundamentally

When we say “more” what we are talking about

Joining the conversation earlier on, for us, is an up-

believing that by connecting earlier on we can

is more support with creative development, more

stream approach to addressing some of the f riction

produce stronger, more authentic visuals. Our

perspective in regards to the approach, and more

points we could see later on during production. We

process starts long before a project even happens

visual mediums to tell the story. What came f irst

love to offer our point of view while there’s still room

by connecting with the individuals involved to

was a request to add motion, so we now offer many

to play. If an idea is still in development when we

better understand where everyone is coming

different options here. There has also been a need

join the collaboration, we have so much more we

f rom. By being aware and familiar with all of the

for more treatments which we gladly create. Now

can offer in terms of how to approach it in the most

unique perspectives involved we can create visu-

what we’re offering is to be there to assist with

efficient way from an execution standpoint. The

als informed by a well rounded understanding of

concept development and pre-visualization. In

goal is to understand what our clients are faced with

the brand. Whether internally with our own crew

response to this offering of pre-viz, we have been

and be there to offer our support.

or with our clients we know that incorporating

asked if we are creating some sort of an agency.

everyone’s needs and perspectives in our process

The answer to that is no. Our job is to create strong

makes for the best work possible. To us, everyone

visual stories and what we are creating is a process

is a fellow collaborator that brings something

for better supporting the brands and agencies

unique. A shared vision is the most powerful

that we work with.

place to create from.

MIX IN REMOTE SHOOTING

A DASH OF ALCHEMY

ONE TEASPOON ZHUZH ZEST

Collaborating, whether it be in person or rem-

To us, alchemy is the method of combining basic

Sometimes less is more. As visual artists, we have an in-

otely is all about building trust and keeping lines

elements in unexpected ways. Alchemy informs

depth understanding of what is possible through the lens

of communication open. Knowing that we are

our process as a reminder to always question the

and in post. While on set we are always weighing which of

going to have shoots where important people

basic principles of the shot. What was the inten-

these choices is more efficient and which is going to give

will be connecting remotely reinforces the value

ded experience of this product? Sometimes it

us the best result. By bringing that perspective in earlier

of aligning and connecting long before shoots

plays out as a process of simplifying the shot,

on we can create better approaches that align with the

happen. We strongly believe that we can still

taking elements away to allow the inherent bea-

expectations and leave room in post to offer more in the

craft an enjoyable, effective client experience

uty of the product to shine (as we did with the

way of creative enhancement.

when shooting remotely. The more we are able

bottles.) Other times we need to add an element

to communicate and align before, during, and

in order to create the feeling of something unex-

TOP WITH PARTNERSHIP

after a project, the more we can successfully move

pected; like adding the graphic cutout shape

In a traditional approach, conversations generally start

through a remote shoot with that “in-person”

inside of our food messes. The idea with Smartly

with an inquiry for a shoot and end when the final files are

feeling of connection.

Messy was to combinethese two different inter-

delivered. Our goal is to treat our collaborators as friends

pretations of basic elements to create some-

and offer support that extends far beyond the basic struct-

thing unique.

ure of any given project. With this in mind, we are always
happy to help a client find a resource or weigh in on an
approach, even if we aren’t working on the project.
Partnership to us means being aware of what our clients
are faced with and continuing to develop options that help
support their specific needs.
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